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CH.APTER I

INTRODUCTION
The experiment which is te, be discusaed in this paper
deals with tw,o diatinct yet interre1.a.ted psychological subjects, namely, attention and perception.

Some psychologists

have even attempted to identify these two cognitive proee:saes
and freely interchange them, presuming that they are practically synonymous.

For this reason

&.

short explanation will.

be given here to each of the topics in order to cla.rify the
meaning of attention and perception especially as referred to
in this pa.per.
The subject of a.ttention, particularly, has been the
cause of much controversy.

Attention demands the use of our

rational fa,culties as distinguished from sense cogni tive processes;. it is a.lso intimately connected with the will.

:Many

,modern psychologists, however, in their use of the term, dis-.
regard or do not ag:mit its rational nature.

One reason for

this apparent con£uBion among the moderns, as to the aotual
meaning of attention, might be the difficulty entailed in accurately defining the term.

Father Gruender has proposed a

definition which will make clear what is meant here by attention.

It is " • • • the voluntary or involuntary direction of
1

2

.,

our mind toward one object of sense or thought, or definite
group of such objects, to the more or less complete exclusion
of all oth~.·l

Attention may be sensory or rational depend-

ing on the processes which a.re involved, or the object toward
which they are directed, or both.

In the cognition of a. sense

object, attention is closely allied with sense perception; but
when ideas are the objects of attention, or reason is invoked
a.s a guide to a.ny act, our intell.ectual processes are involved.
However, in speaking of the separate operations of man's sensory and rational faculties, we do not mean to imply any division of the total substance of the mind.

The mind operates

as a whole, though one or another process may dominate.
That the intellectual processes are exercised in

atten~

tion, may be understood more clearly by an introspective study
of the act of a.ttending.
tellectual attention.

The following is an example of in-

Suppose that one has been 8.Jlked a ques-

tion, Is a priori reasoning the same as induction?
ject then tries to come to a decision.

The sub-

Before an assent or

dissent is reached, introspection reveals that attention is
focused on the relationship;. compa.risone and reasonings are
made and finally, a judgment is reached.
do accompany the

p~oc.esa.

Imagee may and often

The attention, hOlwever, is directed

primarily to the relationship between the two concepts.

lhperimenta.l Psycholog:y, p. 217.

This

~--------------~3
relationship is an abstract notion. Here, attention., directs

,

the rational fa.c.ulties towards an object of the intellect;.
,

this is intellectual attention.
On the other hand, our a.ttention may suddenly be attracted
by a. loud noise.

Att.ention is involuntary and the object is

one of sensory cognitian.
sensory att.ention.

In this case we haTe an example of

An animal. may be· said to attend to' an ob-

ject but not in the same sense a.s a man is said to attend, for
the animal. has no. will to direct such powers, nor has he anything other than sensory cognition to be directed.

His sensi-

tive powers, howeTex; sufflce for him to be aware of an object
presented to him; but, attention, t.aken to include voluntary
direction of eognitiTe energy, is a power possessed solely by
rat.ianal. beings.
There are several psychological processes and produete
which are closely related to attention.
of error and canf"usion.

Herein lies a

SGU~

Some of these other aspects baTe been

designa.ted by Tari(}us psychologists a.s a.ttention itself, that.
is, a.ttention has been identified either. with one of the determiners, (}ne of the concomitants, or one of the effects of attention.

Reflections an everyday experiences will clearly

exemplify the ma.ny determiners of attention.

It is usua.lly

the. brightes t light, the loudest noise, or the strongest odor
"hich commands our attention.

Advertisers s.amet1mes emphasize

the most important word on a billboard sign by printing it in

4
~.

b.righte.r color than the reat of the llo'rds.

In this.

w~

the

III

"catc.hward ll is. inte.ns.ified.

Likewise in regard to sounds,

eTen the loud rumble of the a.treetcar

is forgotten by the pas-

senKer when a.. cra.sh in the street. draws his attention;. so on
through the numerous other common examples.

In general, the

most. predominant sound, color, smell, etc., is the one which
attra.c.t.s most attention, and. this predominanc.e is the determiner of attention c..aIled intensity.

Interest. too, though

often an effect. of att.ention, e'Vokea attention.
t.e~es:te.d

If we are. in-

in an oc.c.upation or task lle ¥Lill att.end t.o it.

Two other factors are important determiners of att.ention:
repeti t i on and cha.nge.

In muaica.]. compositions both are often

used togethe.r as incentives for attention.

~e,

great compos-

era used le.it.motifs in their long,er works, yet the leitmotif
it.self was preeented each time in a different arrangement so
that the 'Yariations, or change, would avoid monotony, and at
the same time the theme phrase by its very repetition, wnuld'
at.t.ract attention.

Intensity, change, repetition, and similar

factors are what we mean by determinere 0·1' attention.
An attitude of expectancy which is sometimes exteriorly
express.ed by a. pa.rticular bodily posture or state of tension,
is one of the frequent concomitants of a.ttention.

Some indi-

viduals manifest unique mannerisms when they are closely attending to an object or problem. these exterior exp,ressions,
too, are concomi tants, certainly not a.t tenti on i teel! as s.ome
psychologists claim.

5
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Very important in the study of attention are the effects
which it ms.y produce.

One of the most significant ot them is

interest, which, as mentioned above, may also be a determiner.
It is a common occurrence among students tha.t a onc:e apparently
distasteful task becomes one of interest after consistent a.ttention has been given to it.

Intenaity, teo, is another ef-

fec·t as well as a. determiner of' attention.

Usually we are

unaware of the feeling of our clothing, yet attention may make
us very conscious not only of the pressure of cloth on our ak
but

even of a. particular pricky or soft. quality of the sensa.-

tion.

Clearn.eas ar distinctness is the result of focused at:-

tent ian.

How

different an object sometimes. appears when we

direct full a.t.tention to it.

A casual glance at a picture

might provide a hazy notion of the general outlines while full
attention makes even the/ details clear.

There are other e~-

fects, determiners, and concomitants of attention, but clearness and neuromuscular set are the two a.ttributes most frequent1;v
eoni'used with attention.
Titehener explains a.ttention in ter.ms of clearnesa.
It aeems pl&1ntha.t the conditions
of t.he attentive consciousness are
of these two kinds. The clear proe.esses, at the crest of the attentian
wave, are proc'esses whoae underlying
excitations have been fa.eilitated.
Similarly, the obscure processes, at
the lower level of consciousness, are
processes whose underlying exci tat.ions
have. been inhibited. The attentive
consciousness is thus conditioned upon

~-'------------------------------------~
the in~erp.~ay of cortica~ f&Cil~
t,a"t.ion and cortical inhibition.
In one of his

~ect.ures

on a.ttenti on entitled "A.ttenti an as Sen-

~Qry C~earneas," Titchener s.l.lmmarize.s the p.racess of attention

in terms of clearness.

"Attention, in ather words, mean.s a
<-

redistribution of clearness in consciousness, the rise of ,some
elements and. the fall of others, wi th an accompanying total.
feeling of a characteristic kind .... 3

Such an explana.tion would'

fit well into the content psychology of the structuralists,
but certainly fails to explain the

2)rOCe;~3

of attention which

is; essentia.l.ly an act af direc.ting toward or selecting some
objeot or situation.

Certa..inly there is a signific.a.nt rela-

tionship ce.t:w.een clearness. and attention since clearness in the
perce.ptian of a.n objec.t is increased proportiona,IIy to the increase o.f attention given to the object.

But this very rela-

tion.ship would imply two different el.ements:

o,ne a mental

process and the other an accompanying quality of the process;
or one a.. cause and the other an effect.

Besides clearness

there are other qualities and effects brought about by this
direction of our cognitive processes to an object.

If we

should define attention in terms. of clearness, we might likeWise define it in terms of intensity or sensory threshold,
;::ince these factors a.re also observable effects of attention.

2A Text-BOOk .91: Psycho·logy, p. 300.
3Lecturea .Q!! ~ Elementapr Ps"ycha)log~ .Q!. Feeling !!:!!.9. Atten~, p. 183.

If

.,

'fbis would lead to further confusion and a. t.otal disregard for
the a.ctua.l meaning of attention a.s a mental a.ct involving the
higher thought processes as well as the sensory processes.
Attention is often accompanied by a particular bo,dily a.ttitude or tonus, which in modern psychologieal terminology, is
referred to as a.. bodily ·set.·

Everyone has experienced this

feeling of tenseness, this tightening of muscles, and even
perhapa a. constriction of fa.cial muscles while attending to a
difficult problem, or awaiting a signal to begin a timed test.
nis tenseness, or bodily set, seeDlS to facilitate attention,
and on the other hand, an over-relaxed posture or attitude at
times hampers close attention.

Some p,sycholo'gists have defined

att:ention a.s a, type of neurologica.l tonus, and ha.ve a.ttempted
to reduce this process, involving the rational faculties, to
particular type of muscular movement or constriction.

a.

Ribot,

in his discussion of voluntary attention, completely resolves
the process into a JleUrol0gica.l activity.
These general considerations
bring us, at least, to one
PQsitive result: namely,
that every act of volition,
whether impulsive or inhibi tory, a.ct,s only upon muscles
and through muscles; tha,t any
other conception is vague,
incQaprehensible, and chimerical; tha.t conseq.uently, if,
&a we mainta.in, the meehanieDl
of attention is motor, ,tllen
in all ca.,ses of a.ttentia. t>here
Jmst necessarily be ,a. play of
muscular elements, real or

~-'-----------------------------.
8
nascent movements, upon which
the poter o~ inhibition acta.
We exercise DO action (impellent or inhibitory) upon any
other than voluntary musoles;
suoh is our only and positive
canception o~ will. O~ two
things, a.ccordingly, one at
least must be hit upon: either
to find muscular elements in
all manifestations of voluntary
attentian or else to abandon
all explanation of its mecb&ni~s and to limit ourselles
to saying that it exists.
Another autho:r indicates that evidences of set and muscular
tonus e:ubstantiate tha motor theory.
Our general ex.perimental method
is to be taken &.s one of the
possible modes of att.&Ck upon
the problems of 'set,' 'at_
titude' and other changes in
performance produced by instruction habituation and the
like. The results indicate
that many of these problems,
which have hereto'fore been
approached solely from the
theoretical and introspective
angles, are capable of psychophysiological attaok. While
they cannot be said to verify
any particular hypothesis,
they do provide evidence of
the general fertility of the
'motor theory.f5
In attempting to concentrate on a difficult philosophical
problem or topic to be memoriz.ed, we notice tha.t there is an

4~ P'sycholoSY of Attention, p. 45.
5G. L. Freeman, "The Spread of Neuro-Museular Activity During
Mental Work,· ~ Journal ~ General Psychology, Vol. V
(193-1), p. 492.

.9

a.ttempt to direct our mental. focus towards one item, and at
41

the same time to keep out of consciousness any distracting
element.

This twofold attempt to focus on one thing and at

the same time to avoid distractions ia akin to the voluntary
and involuntary types of attention which will be discussed in
a later paragraph.

McDougall explains this twofold process of

inhibition and direction, rather naIvely, by a. theory of
"neural. drainag~ '. •
Whether, then, we regard the
process of turning the attention
from one object to another :from
the point o.f view of the inhibition of one neural system by
the o:the:r, or from one object
to ano,ther :from the point of
view of the inhibition of one
neural system by the other,
or from the point o:f._ of
the esta.blishment of a path
Q·f ~ow resistance bet1leen them,
the for.mation of 8. neural association we arrive at the sa:me
conclusion--the one syatem
drains the other. 6
It is interesting to note McDougallts footnote to this same
quota.tion.

-If this Tiew should be found untenable lie should

be compelled to look for an explanation in some psychical guidance of the neural discharge.· 7
All these modern notions are defective because .of a comman, basic, and grave error, namely, the disregard of the

6Physiological Psychology, p. 134.
'1Ibid., note.

10
rational element which is essential to the process. of &.tten-

.,

tion.

Attention is the act of directing not only our sense

cognitive processes but especia.lly our intellectual cognitive
processes to some speeifie object or situation.

ro

4efine at-

tention as cleuness or neuromUscular set would be to define a.
r&"ticnal precess in terms of sense only.
five effects of attentioD.r

Harmon has enuJlera:b3d

intensity, eleamess, Changes in

sensory threshold, differenees of reaction time, and interest.
In criticizing the modern theories which would identify attention with some one of these effects or would define it as a
neurological set, the author con9isely rejects all such opposing arguments by sa.yi:ng, -Concomitance, it must be remembered,
does not prove identity.1t8
In the title of this thesis the word voluntarx, baa

b~en

inaerted t.o describe the particular type of a.ttention shift
dea.lt with in this experiment.
involuntary.

A.ttention may be voluntary or

A sudden, loud noise sounded nearby attracts our

a.ttention whether we will it or not; often

&.

particular train

o't thought or a. tuneful melody persists in drawing our &:ttention even though we: repeated.ly a.ttempt to discard it :from
sciousness..

COln-

In fixating upon an ambiguous figure: an individual

will nO!tiee shifts in position without any effart on his own

part to bring about the shifts.

On the

8Prineiples c,f Psychology, p. 270.

other hand, these shifts

11

.,

can be a.ccel.erated by 'Vol.unta.ry attention and, as will be seen
in

a.

later chapter, some individua.ls have a. grea.ter facility

in Yoluntary shift of attention than others.

Though, with

preliminary prae:tiee, improvement is shown by all individuaJ.s,
if given a. definite time, there is a. noticeable n.riability
among subjects in this capacity fur shi:fting of attention.

Each one seems to have a more or less characteristic rate for
shifting any figure, though the rate

lDl!ly

vary far different

figures.
In the 'Yolunt.ary oacilla.tions of a.mb1guous figures the
posi tive and nega.tive a.spects of the will are especially evident.

The positive a.spect is indicated in the subjects's

attempt to shift the figurets position, in which a.ttempt he
must exert considerable effort to see the desired position;
the negative aspect is indicated in his endeavor to reject the
position which is present at the time.

Here, introspection

reyea.ls a. verita.bl.e antagonistic mental ·pull- between the
poaitive a.nd nega.tive efforts; a. simila.r ·pull a , may even be
felt in. the &ccompa.nying neuromuscular activities.

It is this

very -menta.l pull" which offers the most cODvincing eTldenee
tha.t two kinde Gf attention exist, voluntary and involuntary.
In invGl.unta.ry a.ttention we seem to attend without any noticeable exertion, while in

v~luntary

attention, the efforts of

the Will, bath negatiTe and positive, are undoubtedly in
tion.

ope~

".-

----------------------------------------~-------------------,
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completeness of control
over our own thoughts, the
success wi th which we can command in the expulsion or
detention o~ a particula.r
mentaJ. state, varies a.t different times and in regard
to different objects. A
repcresentation of the ima,..
gination, a.. strong emotion,
&. worrying train of thought,
no less than s.ome dis.tra.cting
external stimulus, may at times
render nnga.tory repeated efforts
to apply our mind to same other
topic. It is this experience
of resista.nce which &:f'f'ords us
the most convincing assurance
that we have a. real power of
free volunt.a.r;r attention for
itrevea.ls to us in the cle.8.rest
manner the difference between
automatica.lly drif'ting with and
actively struggling against the
natural current of thought. 9
~

This experience of resistance and power of volunta.ry shift of

attention are likewise noticeable in working with ambiguous
figures, more objectively, perhaps, than in thought alone.
Even in regard to voluntary shift of attention, physiological factors are ever present and influentia.l.

In this parti-

cular type of ex.,periment, using the a.mbiguous figure s, the rate
of ahift reaches a maximwa after a. few minutes of steady attention, usua.l.ly three or four, and then a. decrea.se fo11ows due
to fa.tigue.

In any ta.sk which requires prolonged attention,

fatigue and general physical condition of the ind1T1dual are
9xichael lfaher, Psyehologyl' alBplrical.!!!2. Rational, p. ~47.

~----------------------------------------~
13
impartant factars and may alter the results to. a_ considerable
extent.
Subj ect.s haYe been faund tb
'Vary considera.bly with regard
to. the ra..te a,t which any gi'Ven
figure appears to. shift; and
this in itseli is conYineing,
thaugh not nec.essarily conclusiye evidence of physiological influences. It is,
possible, mareover, to. show
that such conditions as fatigue,
losa af sleep', and drugs affect
the rate of change in ambiguaus
figures; all, af which points to
the significance of organic
proe:.esses B.a regulatary factors
at leaat. 1o
,Span af perception is clasely allied to this subject of

attention since it is evident that an individual's span af
perception varies greatly with the amount of attentian given
to a, task by the obs,erver.

If the individual, while attemptmg

to. perceive the cantents of a card presented tachistoscopically;
allows his attention to wander, the results of such an experiment w-ill differ cansiderably fra,m thase abtained in a like
trial wherein full a.ttention was given to. the task.

In brief,

attention is an impartant and partly controllable variable in
any experiment on span af perception.

The tachistoscopic exp,eriments ha.ve araused the old quest_ion af whether or nat one can attend to more than one thing
simultaneously.

Here perception aids attention; for if per-

ception can synthesize the material presented into some type

lOFrancis ,L. Harmon, PrinCiples of Psycha:logy, p. 223.

0

~---------------------------------------.
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organi:ation, the amount. of. ma.teria.1 to which one can a.ttend
41

nus perceptive a.bility to

in one instant will be increased.

organiz.e amounts of material int 0 a unity or whole which can
be gra.sped immedia..tely varies to

&.

certain extent in different

individua.ls, though there is an avera.ge range which can be
perceived by adults.

!his avera.ge range, in turn, varies a.c-

co;rding to the type of material.

For example, a larger group

of rela.ted words can be perceived at one exposure on the tachistoscope than can a. group of nonsense words;, more letters
ca.n be perceived when these letters c:a.n be grouped into 'sy1lables or words than if presented a.s isola.ted letters.

Span a

perception al.sQ; depends on the amount of infGr:m&tion demanded.
A. D. Glanville and. Karl lIe Da.1.1.enbach performed. an experiment

in order to determine the .."erage span far "Various types of
material.

They found that the span followed this orderr

greatest for number of dots, less broad for letters, geometri-

au forms, and, finally, least for reports on both form and
color. ll
Span of perception is also releTant to reading ability.
A p,erson with a broad span is a.ble to read more rapidly since

his span includes more 'Words in one fixation.

LikeWise, when

fe1ller fixations occur less time is required for the perusal of

ll.~ Range ot Attention,~ rhe American ~ournal ~ Psychology,
Vol. XLI (1929), pp. 20'2-23'2.
.

each line.

15
The slow. reader is often the one who has been ae-

.,

cwa.'tomed to reading one word a.t. a time rather t.ha.n gra.sping a
group of

wor~s

or a phrase, by one fixation.

Individuals who

lip rea.d also tend to a.pprehend but one. word at
than a., group of consecutive words.

iug is. impede,d.

So.

time rather

Here again efficient read-

In s.tudying the eye movements during reading

and study. investiga.tors found, " • • • the most rapid readers
as a.. rule show. the most ext,ensi ve perception span. ltl2
Do any of these examples actually answer the question
concei-ning the ability to attend to' more than one thing at a.
time?

Strictly speaking, it. would seem that one is unable to

attend. to more than one thing at a time.

In experiments where

subjects are given two tasks to perform a.t once, the usual
results show a ra.pid fluc.tua.tion from one taslc to the other
rather than a constant and silllUltaneous attention to both.
However, before answering such a question, a clear differentiation between the terms, attention a.rui perception as well as
between intellection and sensory perception would be necessary.
In considering the disputes an,d literature written on this
problem throughout the centuries, one notices the very loose
use of such terl!lls a.s -attending to,,· ·perceiving several objects

a.t a time," and -knowing or underst,anding wholes. If

It should

be remembered tha..t perception may directly synthesize the various pa.rts or qualities of an object, While attention more
properly directs the cognitive processes of whatever sort to'

12W. R. Miles and H. :M. Bell, "E~e-Movement Records in the Investigation of study Hab1 ts, . '!'he Journal of E.:;:per1mental
Psychology, Tol. XII (1929) p.-ro7.
--
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the o,bject.

It is not the purpose. of the present investiga.tion
1/1

to anaw,er the question of the possibility of simultaneously
attending to more than one object.

Yet we cannot fail to no-

tice that there, is a. relationship between the fa.ctors involved
in our expe.r1ment and those in the multiple-attention investigationa.
These are but a :few or the many as.p,ects to two important
psychological subjects, namely, span of perception and attention.

In the present experiment the wri ter raiaed the question

of the J?ossihilit.y that a. relaticmehip exist.ed bet.lIeen the
ability to

vo~tarily

shift attention and the a.bility to take

in a. large numbe,r of Obje.Clts in the span of perception.

The

problem was to discover by means of experimentation whether or
not individu.al.e with broad spans showed greater facIlity to
voluntarily shift attention and whether or not those baving
narrower spans likewise showed lees facility in the same performance.

CHAP!ER II
A. HISToRICAL RE8tJMJ: OF THE BACKGROUND
AND BEIADD LlTEBAT'URE

The history of the present problem. dates back to the time
of Aristotle and the early Greek a.nd Raman writers.

As men-

tianed in the pre.vious c.hapter, the pro.blem ot attention was a
controversia.l topic of old standing, and these controversies
led in time to the origin of the tachistoscope, which is now
used to measure brea.dth of perception.

This instrument and

the origin of its present use is of pa.rticular interest in
this paper since the first part of the experiment is concerned
with span of perception obtained by means of a ta.chistoscope.
In the following pages I shall not attempt to discuss all the
problems connected with attention or to answer the question
regarding the possibility of a.ttending to more than one object
at a time.

I sh&ll merely present a. brief survey of the back-

ground litera..ture on a.ttention and perception, especi&l.ly of
the works which closely pertain to the present

expe~ilIe nt.

Aristotle, in sp:ea.king of sense and sensible objects, was
confronted wi th the difficulty of perception and probably was
the first to propose the question, Can. two things be perceived
simultaneously?

He concluded that this would be impossible
17

r
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unlesa the objects were in some manner synthesized.
• • • it is not possible to
perc.eive two objects with one
sense, unless they are amalgamated; for the amalgamation
tends to make one whole, and
there is one sensation of the
unit and this one sensa.tion
coinc ide s wi th i t.se I f • So thB. t
there is necessarily simulta.neous perception of the objects
amalgamated, beca.uae the soul
actuallY perceivea with one
sensation; for the sensa.tion
which is a.ctually a. unit is of
something numerically also &.
unit, but, of one object onlY
in species, the fa.culty is only
pot.entia.l.ly a unit. Wherea.s if
the fa.culty is a.ctua.J.ly one, it
will call its objects one. And
so they must be amalgamated.
When they are not a.ma.lga.mated,
the actual sensations will be
two. :But. in the case of a single
faculty in an indivisible moment
of time, the activity must be
single; for the movement and
employment of one faculty at a
single instant implies tha.t the
activity is one, and the fa.culty
in this case is only one. It is
not then possible to perceive
two Objicts with a single sensation.
If Aristotle was consulted as to the exposures of figures on
the tachistoscope, he might respond that the dots gave rise to
only one sensatio;n since they were perceived as

&.

numerical

lparva. Natura.lia., ~ Sensu, tran.s. by W. S. Hett, p. 267.
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whole.

However, such an &Ilsw,er might not suffice or sa.tisfy
~

modern inveatige..tors in regard t.o the apparent i:nnnedia.te pe,rception of ee-qera1. different figures.
flp,intilian argued differently when orating about the t:ra:ining

-

of young bays.

He atrongly refuted the preva.iling notion

of his day that boys should be limi ted in the number of their
studies and devote their time to only a,£ew things at once,
lest they overburden their strength.

~intilia.n

exhorts the

elders, to a. contrary mode of action, advising a. variety of occupations and dutiea, and, while. do,ing so, proffera his viewpoint on attention.

He criticizes those who would so limit

the diversity of' subjects in the eurriculum.
These critics. show an insufficient appreciation of the capacities of the human mind,
which is so swift and ntmble
and versatile, that it eannot
b.e restricted to doing one thing
only, but insists on devoting
it,s attention to several d1f:ferent subj ects not merely in
one day, but actually a"t one
and the same time. Do- nOlt
harpiste simultaneously exert
the. memory and pay a.ttention
te the tone and inflexions of
the 'Voice while the right hand
runs over certain strings and
the left. plucks, stops or releases others, and even the
foot is employed in beating
time, all these actions being
perfor.med at the same moment?
Aga.in, do not we ourselves, when
unexpectedly called upon to
plead, speak while we are thinking wbat we are to, sa,;y next,

invention of argument, choice o,f
VLorda,. rhythm, gesture , delivery,
fac.ia.l. expression and movement aJ.l
being required simultaneously. 2
It is ob'Yioua here tha.t. 4JU,ntilian wu. not analyzing the problem of attention from a.. psychological point of view •. lJ.'he examples. gblen demonatrated a.. di'Yersity of actions which indic&.ted
either gre.at facility in shifting rapidly f,rom one to the other,
or.· ful.l.y farmed complex patterns of movement.

They did not

exemplify simultaneous perception of many Eingle objects or
attention. directed to several separate things at one and the
aame time.

Skill in such movements as is required by the ba.t-p-

ist ena.bl.es the performer to ahift so rapidly from one to the
other that, to the ca.sual. observer, the activities may apparently be operating simultaneously.

It often happens, too, in

such akilled movements, tba.t some become more or less automatic
and mB.¥ continue fox

&.

considerable period of time before the

individual again reverts his attention to the task.
st. Thomas seems to agree with the philosophers who state
tha..t the mind does not. a.ttend to more tban one thing at a. time
in the strict sense of the word.

To the objections given on

the grounds that the intellect understands at the same time a
Whole which contains parts, such as house or man, st. 1'homae
replies:
Parts can be understood in two
ways. First, in a confused way,
2Institutio Oratoria, trans. by H. E. Butler, Vol. 1, p,. 193.

F'_------------,
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1

a.s. existing in the whole,

and

thus they are known through the
one form of the whale, &Dd so
are known -together. In another
way they are knovm distinc.tly;.
thus each is known by i t.s species;,
and 50 they
not understood at.
the same time.

a.rg

While Aristotle. discusses the pro'b1.em from the a.spect of sense
perception,
. perception.

st.

Thomas; refera to it in terms of intellectual

Henoe, Vie really have. two pr-oblems, two distinc.t

but interrelate:d inte.rpretatiOlls.

one thing a.t

&.

Does attending to more than

time signify the same as. visually perceiving

two objec.ts simultaneously?

In the comments o-f the various

philo.E.ophers. there is reference a.t one time to intellect and

a"t another time to sense perception; thus. the confusion is incre"1.S,ed.

Abraham Tucker, a. philosopher of the eighteenth century
and a psychologist as well, in treating of knowledge and con-

ception refers to the ca.lculations of numbers, and in doing so,
mentions a few points relevant to: the prob.lem of a.tlentio'n.
Number itself, lIhe.reon lie can

reasan with the grea.test aecur&.cy and certe..1nty of any subject, quickly exceed.s our
comprehension: it is a. question
with me whether we bAve a. direct
idea. of any more than four, bec.ause beyond tha.t little number
we cannot te11 haw many objects

3.rhe Summa Theolog).ca., Vol. IV, q. 85, Art. 4, p. 19'7.
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lie be.fare us upon inapection,
without counting. Higher numhers we cannot a.scertain un~ess
when ranging them in order, which
compounds the individuals into
parcels, and thereby reduces them
to few.er ideas, we can hring them
within the compass of our apprehensiont therefore we can presently reckon nine disposed :mto
three equal. rows, because then
we need only ~onsider them &s
three. threes.
Sir William Hamilton, in his lectures on attention, rema.rked tha.t many othe.r philosophers of the Middle Ages. disputed
the question, and from his works w.e can &acerta1n a. cursory
est.ima.tion of the outstanding participants.
1'he modern philosophers who have

agitated this question, are not
that it was once. canvassed
like"Wise in the schools of: the
middle a.ges. It was there expressed by the proposi tion, Po'ssitna inte11ectus noster plura
slmul intellegere. Mainta.ining
the nega.tive we find St. Thomas,
crajetanus, Ferrarienais, Capreo~,
Hervaeus, Alexander Alenaie,
A1bert.us Magnus and Durandus;
while the af'f'irmative was asserted
by ScOtUB, Occam, Gregorius
Ariminensis, Llchetus, Marsilius,
Bie 1 a.nd others. 5
&.1I8.re

The contro'Yersy passed back and forth among the philosophers
and then from one century to another without any

fln&~

4The Light of Na.ture Pursued, Vol. 1, p. 142.
5LeC:tures on Meta.~sle·e and Logi.c; Vol. 1, p. 2~.

a.gree-

r----------------------------~
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znen.t.. ha:ving been attained a,t any time.

Perhaps thi s may lend
41

e,ncourag.ement to the modern psyaho.lcgists Who. have so :tar
fai,led to so.l:ve adequa.t.ely or fully expla.in the pro,blem so aa

to. a..rri"le at a decision a..caeptable by a.1.l.

Glan-r-1lle, a:nd Da.l-

lenb.a.ch mention some of the modem.s who have partiCipated in
the polemics on the subj eat and 'Who ha.ve carried down the
schism t,o our own era.
The Schola..atics were divided upon

the question as were also the philosophers following them. Hobbes,
Locke, WoUf, Stewart and Brown,
for example, held to the Aristotelian doctrine, wherea..s Leibnitz,
!:ucker, Bonnet and Destutt de 'Tracy
opposed it. 6
Varia.nces in the use of terms ha.ve a.J.ready been e'Yident in the
passages

~uoted

and we see again in the following statement

that amo,ng the moderns, too, some speak of thought, others

merely of visual perception.

~h1s

divergence of meanings, as

regards the problem in question, is exemplified aga.in in
st:outts rema.rk, . . . . . however ma.nitold or heterogeneous the
objects of my thought ma.y be, I must, in thinking of them,
simultaneously think of some rela.tion between them ... 7

As in

the case of most disputes a. clarification of terms sometimes
greatly simplifies the solution, and ambiguity of meanings has
oftentimes been the source of prolonged philo,sophical. dissen-

6 "The Range of Attention,· rhe American -.Tournal of Psychology,

Vol. ~ (1929), p. 207.--'lAnalytic Psychology, Vol. 1, p. 195.

~--------------------------------------------.
2.4Father ](aher points to this failure of distinction in

sione.

III

a.s.

tel.'llla

a probab.le sou.ra.e of the disagreement.

·Whether 'lie

can at:tend simultaneously to m.ore than one object haa. been much
disputed; and a.a is usua.J. in such cases, the dis.putants often
differ

2.s.

to what they mean by tattend' and tone obJec.t. taa

~ the discussions on this dispute a comment. particularly

pertinent. to the pre. sent experiment has been made by Father
}loore.

I

s8.¥ it. ia pa.rticu.larly pertinent: because it deals

spec.ifical.ly 11i th visua.l. perception.

W.e ~ think that. we take in a
whole picture and all its parts
a.t once, hut. we d a not. The reare tw.o principle s to be borne
in mind here which are involved
in every proc.ess of perception.
1. The perception of geametrical
-and other simple figures is a
proe.ess of building up details
in which one usually proceeds
:from the general till he comes
t.o· the particular and fina.lly
to the or-lentat.ion of part to
part in the objective presenta.tion.
2. Only one thing is perceived
at a time. Even the perception
of dota (one, two, three dots,
ete.) goes on by a.. regula.r la.w
so tha.t it takes langer to' perceive two dots than one, three
than tlla, etc. 9
This assumption would imply, then, that the dots perceived on
the alide of a. ta.chistoscope are not perceived simultaneously

~PS;YChOlOgy; EmRirical ~ Ba.tional, p. 349.
C:ognitive PsycholoU, p. 250.

2.6.

this. a.u.thor at.tribut.ed a new int.erpretation to the age.-old
#

question which would perhaps alter the answer.

How many dif-

ferent. things. one may be conacious of, and how many different
t.hings one may actually a.t.tend to, are two separate
Ea.ch re<{llirea a.. separate explanation.

~ue.st.iQns.

Another modern psycho-

logiat. refers. to the time element in"'lol"'led.

ItoIfhe number of

separate objec.ts that can b.e attended to is four or five for
vision • • •

Rut probably this. result is to be interpreted to·

mean that. the reault of a single. glance persmts long enough
for four or fi"'le act-a of at.t.ention to t.ake pl.a.ee •• 12

In

&n-

othe.r work the same author s.ays, aAttentian changes from one
to the other jus.t oft.en enough to keep the different processes
going. a13
Before discussing the recent literature and experiments
relevant to our present experiment, it will be worthwhile to
trace the origin of the tachistoscopic method.

It was the same

problem of attention, the same dispute as to whether or not one
can attend to more than one thing at a t.ime, that occasioned
the first attempt at using this method; an informal and rather
crude experiment conetitutes the original precursor of the
modern tachist.oscopic experiment.

Sir William Hamilton, in one

of his. lectures on attention, was explaining to his students
the p.rinciple of fo.cality; it states that the more units among

l2w. B. Pillsbury, Attention, p. 83.
l.~e Fundamentals of Psychology, p. 274.

r
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which. the att.ention is dist.ributed, the less clear will be the

.,

cognizanc.e of each.
many

He then raise.d the. f'amilia.r question, how

o.bjects might b.e perceived simultaneously by the mind,

and proposed the following simple e.xperiment to his subjects.

If you t.hrow &. handful of marbles
on the floor, you will find it
difficult to view a.t once more
than six or seven a.t mos.t wi thout
confusion; or if you group them
into t.wos or threes, or fiY-es,
you can comprehend as many groups
as you can unital because the
mind cons.iders these groups only
as units--i t views them as wholes
and throws the ir part.s out of
considera.t.i on. I4
Inaccurate bec.ause of the·la.ck of preciseness in method, such
an experiment could provide only a rough estima.t.e t nevertheless,
the. und.erlying prineiple is the same a.e. in our modern ta.chistoscopic experiment&h
C'onaiderable progre.ss was made by the next experiment of
this type which was performed by W. Stanley JeTons in an attempt to answer for himself the disputed issue.
round paper box
and

4t

He devised a

inches in diameter, lined with white paper

with edges- cut down which would make the box stand about

finch high when placed on a black tray.

He procured a

qu~ty

of uniform black: beans and then took up a. handful and threw
them towards the box so that any number of them fell into it.
As soon as the beans came to rest he immediately estimated the
l4Lectures ~. l£et!!2hYsics !!!£ Logic, Vol. 1, p. 254.

~-----------------------------------a-8~
number and re.co,rded it together with the actua.l number
., in the
bOX.-

The. foilQ'Iliing are the. results. obtained by J"e'Vons from

1,02.7 tria.l.s. 1fi

o-r

Number
beans

3:
4

5
6:

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Per cent of' corract
judgments

-- --- ---. -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --- - -

- - -- ---- -

---

---

100
100
96
82

73
56

62
43

38
42

23
28
18

Jevons made a significant statement in regard til) his experiment, a sta.tement upon which the very principle of the ta.ohistoscope is baaed, namely, the time element by which the
expos-ures are so· regula.t.ed as not to permi t any shift in the
fixa.tion of the eyes.

"The who,le value of the experiment tume

upon the ra.pidity of the estimation, for if we c.an really count

5 or 6 by a. single mental act, we Ilught to be able to do it
unerri~ly

a.t. the first momenta.ry glance • • • .. 16

While .Tevons

depended. on a. swift, momentary glance, he rea.lized that the
experiment depended. on the briefness of this glance.

!'hUB

15·The Power of Nmnerical Discrimination," Nature, Vol. III
16 (1871), p. 282.
Ibid., p. 281.

the
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tachist.oscope came t.O be used, though it. was firat em£loyed
n.o t to see how much one could perceive in one fixation, but to
S.ee,

H.

• • • how. brief a.

tion • .il'l

st1mu~ulia. c.ou~d

arouse visual aensa.-

The. w.ord itaeJ.1" <lomes from the Gre.ek word t&chistos,

which ia the s.uperlative of swift, plus the word acopa.
One Q;f the earliest a.tt.empt.s. to control the time a.llotted

for perception and thus a.c.c.u.rately limit the expoaure ".as. maee
by .Tames. McKeen Cattell, who used a.
the purpose.

g~vi ty

chronometer for

He conducted se'Yera.1 e:aperiments. in the first of

whic.h s.hort perpendic.ular lines, 2. mm. apart lIere prin.ted on a
card and allowed to b.e seen for .Qls.

Eleven cards conta.ining

from four to fift.een lines were used on eight persona.

The

following gives a few of the conclusions arrived at by Cattell •
• • • it was found that two
could judge the number of lines
correctly up rto six, two up to
five, three four, and one not
four. This gives. the number
of simple impressions consciousness can at one time attend
to • • • Practice does not aeam
to improve the ac.curacy of the
judgment • • • on an average,
consciousness can at one time
grasp four numbers, three to
. four letters, two 'Words, or a
sentence campo sed of four wOrds. 18
Rylan in 190.3 found in his tests tha.t from four to five objects

l'1Rabert S. Woodworth, Experimental Psychology, p. 688.
ISnThe Distribution of Attention, i The Psychological ReTiew,
Vol. X (190.3), p. S94.
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could be perce! Ted a.t once on the ta.chistosc ope and six. was
~

consiciered the ext.reme limit l he also found that these numb,ere
were greatly increased when lett.era were uaed and still more so
when these letters were. grouped into mea.ningful syllables or
words.

On the disca,very of the la.tt.er, Rylan d.ecid,ed that it

was not passibl.e to elicit a.. sa,tis.fa.ctory ezpla.nation from such

varied reaults.
Uni:a;rtulla.-tely lui are Vii thout an
explanation of the limit of thia
mu.l.tiple a.ctiTity of the. a.ttention, so tha.t little satisfa..ct.ion
could be given one who should
ask 'Why ten or a do'zen objec:ts
ahould. not be simultaneously
attenisd to, as well as four or
flTe.
FromCat.tellts tiI)le down to the present many modifieations and
various. types of improved tachiat.oscopes ha..Te been invented to
me-asure span of perception.
The recent. experiments on span of perception and the corresponding topiC of attention are treated from numerous and
various aspects, and I will therefore refer to a few of the
more pertinent ones.

Chapman and Brown studied span in rela-

tion to the prominence of any individual content in the material presented.

For example, they presented several series

o~

letters and in each series made one letter more conspicuous
than the others by centering its position, enlarging its size,

19_The Distribution of Attention, It
Tal.. X (1903), p. 394.

!a!.

Psychological ReView,
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and changing i t.s color.

.,

Their results VI.ere. found to agree VI.i th

Ku1pe's principle which ata..'tea; ltThe greater the range of a.ttention, the lower is the d.egree of conscieusness atta.ching to
any individua.J. content; while vice versa, the number of ob.jecta

grasped by att. ention decreases. a.s concentra.tion upon anyone of
them inc.reas.es ••.20

This principle was a.bl.y demonstra..ted too in

Father Moore's doctoral. thes.is.

In his. experiment a aeries. of

geemetrical figures were exposed en a reta.ting disk for a. quarter of a. second.

1'i ve f.igures were pre sented on each exposure

and in each greup a. figure commen t a all other groups. was present, theugh its position changed upon every prese.ntation.

The

subjec.ta at the end of the experiment w.ere. asked to draw the
figures they had s.een.

The results obta.ined clearly showed

that the mere prominent the common figure was in consciousness
the more .obliterated ..ere the other figures.

The following.are

the percentages of figures remembered; the results are given
for three subjects. 2 l.
Common element
not aeen

Commc.n element
seen

10.5

1.9

22.0

13.2
6.9

14.0

In planning an experiment to test span of perception it is eYi-

2°"The Problem of Attentien,· Menist, Vol. XIII (1902', p. 57.
21"The Process of Abstra.ction,· universit, of Ca.lifornia ~
lications 1£ Psychology, Vol. I (1910 , pp. 126-127.

dent that. the material used must be carefully prepared so that
the

~ett_ers,

.,

digit.s, or 'Words, be equal in position, size, et.c.

For this yery reason, dots or rings presented on a slide are
much more uniform than either letters or numbers and will lend
themselYes to a mare accurate test of visua.J. span.
G.lanYille.,

Da~~enbach,

•
FernJaerger .. Oberly, Gill and others-

haTe all performed experiments on span of perception using
white cards with b1a.c.k dots and exposing them by means of a
tachistoscope.

One of the most interesting experiments of this

group wa..a the work done by Sherman Ob.erly.

He a.t tempted to

determine the span of perception for his subjects' by three
different methoda which he designated a.s span of attention,
span of cognition, a.nd span of apprehension.

In the first,

the subjec.te were limited to an immediate perceptio,n of dots
which were

e~ua11y

clear; in the second, the same subjects were

permitted to group and this was to indicate varying degrees of
clearness, though no subsequent time was pe.rmi tted for further
calculation of do-t.e apprehended; in the third test, these
subjects were permitted to count, group, or attain their estimation by any means and were a.'1lowed time sub.sequent to the
exposure before giving a judgment.

The &.yerage spans obta.ined

by these methods were as follows: 22

22"The Range for Visual Attention, Cogni tion and Apprehension.,"
~ American Journa.l 9.!.. Psychology, Vol. XXXV (1924), ~p.
336-338.
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1.
2.
3.

Attention
3.9:3 dots
Cognition
- - 6.9-1 aota
Apprehension - - 8.21 dots

The distinc,tions which the author makes between the method used
in attentio.n and that. used in cogni tion is not very clear,
since he does not say how he stopped his subjects from grouping.

HO'W.e.'ver, the method of apprehension, wherein neither sub-

seCiuent time nor tendency to group wa.s restricted, is the
ordinary method used to gauge span of perception.

This latter

method was used in the present experiment.
The factors. of voluntary and involuntary attention have
been studied, especially in more recent times, by means of
figures with reversibl.e perspective.

With ambiguous figures

one can obaerve both involuntary and voluntary shift s of attention.

ii.lthQugh the figures reverse themsel'Ves, without any

attempt wha.taoe'Ver on the part of the subject, the d.irection of
attention to these shifts noticeably influences the rate of
such shifts.

Flugel perfo'rmed

So

series of these tests and from

their results, together with the introspective reports of his
subjects, came to the following conclusion.
The nature of the perspective
in which a reversible figure is
seen a.t any moment is--at any
rate, mainly dependent upon the
direction of the attention; and
this dependence of the perspective upon the attention is of
such a kind that • • • • those
parts which receive the more

34

attention are. s.een in 1'ron.t of
those which raceive the lesa
attention. • • 23
The rates of attention shifts have .1ikewise followed the
modern trend in psychalogy which attempts to interpret various
psychological. data in terms of personality traits.

McDougall

performed experimental tests on menta.lly diseased patients a.nd
proposed a theory of introversion-extroversion personality
types.

His theory based the difference of personality partly

upon rate of fluctuation of attention on an ambiguous figure.
E. Louise Porter, in a doctoral thesis. on factor'S in fluctua-

tion, made a comparative study of fluctuation rates, obtained
on several ambiguous figures., and the scores on introversionextroversion traits obtained from the Nebraska Persona.lity 'rest
given to the Ilame subjects.

This author, however, studied only

involuntary fluctua.tians &a her directions indica.te.

"Sit com-

fortably close to the table and aesume a passive attitude.
Ke.ep your eyes on the figure a.s a who,le and do, not sta.re.

Let

the phases come aDd go· freely without trying to hold or hurry
them ••24

The autho)r eumrna.rized the reeul t s and gives. the fol-

lowing data. regarding fluctuation rates and personality:
~ rates of fluctuation are
highly reliable measures of one
attribute of an individual. That
an individual with a more rapid
fluctuation rate tends to b.e more
socially introverted as measured

23ltThe Influence of Attention in Illusions of Reversible Perspective," The Br1tiah Journal of Psychol06Y. General £!£24 tion, Vol.v-(1912-1913), p. 390.
'tFaators in the Fluctuation o·f Fifteen Ambiguous Phenomena,"
The Psychological Record, Vol. II (1938), p. 234.
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by the Nebraska Personality InYentory.25
Fredricksen and Guilford, however, in attemtpting to find
a

similar

C orrelati on,

found. that the ir results gaye

"Ie ry

Ii t tJe

foundation for a positiye relationship between introTersion
trai ts. and rate of fluc.tua.tion.

Two of their conclusions a.re

significant in this regard.
1.

4.

The results of preyious experiments which indicate
that the rate of fluctua.tion of a.n ambiguous figure
cannot be used as a.n objectiYe test or introversionextroversion are verified
by this test.
It is c.lea.r that no group
factors residing in the
typical test of introversion-extroversion bea.r any
significant relationship
to fluctuation rate, since
no single ~~ems correlate
wi t.h rate.

Closely allied to voluntary shift of attention is the mental tendency called perseveration.

Most notable of the tests

devised for rating perseveration are those of R. B. Cattell.
In these tests the subjects a.re told to write a series of letters or figures as rapidly a.s they can but with care in formation of the letters; such letters 80s S or Z are used and then
the subjects &re made to write the same letter inverted for a
25 Ibid., p. 253.

26"PersonaJ.ity Traits and Fluctuatio;ns of the Outline Cube,·
~ American Journal .2! Psychology, Vol. XLVI (1934), p. 474.
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certain period of time i in the third trial, the sub.j ect is re-

.,

q,uired to writ.e the letter forward and then re'1'ersed, continuing in this o.rder as. rapid.ly as posaible.
a.re med in the same way as the letter.

InTertible figures

Cattell has correlated

personali ty traits with the results of these tests and in doing
so lists the t.rai ts in the order of' reliability.

The extremely

low perae-verate W.a.s. found to be characterized by vi tali ty ,
tensene.ss, capacity fa.r great industry, and continuous work a.t
high presaure;, the extremely high perseverate was found to be

a. languid, s.low, and desultory worker, quiet and sensitive.
Many other traits were listed by the author in a descending
order of reliability.27
Using similar perseveration tests, Father J.L.King, S.J.
performed an experiment on a group of subjects and made a compariaan between the results obtained, and the span of perception found for each of the same subjects.

Father King found

that those having a wider span tended to be low perseverates
while those whose span wa.s smaller tended to be high perseverates. 28 On ref'lec·tion upon the results of this experiment it
was. argued tha.t the high perseverate would have lesser ability
to shift attention voluntarily, since his tendency to persist
in any activity in which he wa.s engaged at any moment was
27"Temperament Tests. II. Tests. It The British Journal of Ps~
choloax. General Sectian. Vol. --xXIV-XXV 11§"33-1935Tpp. -49
28ltKomplexbrei te und Perseveration," Archiv fb-r die Gesamte
Psychologie, Vol. XCII (1934), SSe 423-470. -

r
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relati"1lely great.

Hence we decided to raise the question re-

.,

garding the existence of a correlation between shift of volun\

tary attention and breadth of span.
These a.re but a. sampling· of the experiments and reJa.ted
1i ter.a.ture, rec.ent and otherw.ise, which have concerned span of
l?erception and the various aspects of vOluntary at.tention.

In

this experiment no attempt wa.s made to make a.. comparat.ive study between persona.li.ty traits a.nd either span of perception or
fluctuation of attention.

The purpose was mere1y to investi-

gate the possibility of an existing correlation between span of
perception and the rate of voluntary shift of a.ttention.

CHAPtER III
J:XPERlMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The exper-iment consisted of two separate tests; the first
was given to. determine the individualts span of perception for
rings, presented by means of our projection tachistoscape; the
second, to determine the ra.te per minute of voluntary shift of
~.

attention by means of ambiguous figures.

The

tWIG

series of

tests were a.dministered individually to all of the subjects in
two 13i tt~ngs over a period lof time covering about three months.
The subjects were all adults unacquainted with laboratory procedures but most of whom were of college level.

Scores were

recorded for thirty-four subjects; twelve psychology students
were tentatively used as preliminary subjects, but since they
are not a representative sample of the general population ow:ing
to laboratory experience, their scores are not included in our
correlations.

Since the apparatus and procedures are entirely

differen.t for each series of tests we will discuss them under
two separate headings.
Experiment I
The first series of tests were those a.dministered far the
purpose of determining each subjectts span of perception for
38·
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dots or rings.

.,

Woodworth enumerates a. few requisites for

II.

good t.a.chistoscope.
A good set up provides a preexposure field of about the same
brightness as the exposure field
itself, so tha.t the eyes are
properly adapted in advance. A
visible fixation point ena.bles
o to look in the right direction;
and this fixa~ion mark is practically at. the same distance as
the objects to be exposed, so
that at s eyes are properly focused. and c.onverged in advance.
These are the elamenta.ry conditions
of a good tachistoscope. l
In arranging the apparatus for' our experiment w.e endea.vored to
fulfill thas.e elementary conditions.

The room used for the

tests was darkened a.nd used only in la.te at'ternoons and evenings of the winter season and only at night during the later
months. so as to give. greater as.surance of a sufficiently darkened room.

The machine itself consisted of an S.V.E. ProjecUaa

lantern equipped with a camera shutter and short focus lens for
near work; it was constructed especially for the present experiment.

The camera shutter regulated the time for each expo-

sure at 120 milliseconds (standard deviation for 40 measured
trials, 7 milliseconds), and thus eliminated the possibility
of change of fixation in anyone exposure.

This length of time

permitted a clear view of the slide and yet was short enough

~xperimenta.l Psychol0S¥, p. 688.
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to pra'Vent the subject. from get.ting tvto vie"l.s.

.,

A further ad-

vantage of the came.ra-shutt.er type of t.a.chist.oac.ope was the
minimum amount of noise accompanying each present.ation, since
no mara than a. c.amera click was neceasary for the exposure.s.
ne ma..chine is a. handy and compact one, measuring fourteen
inches in length, four inchea in width, and atanding seve.n and
one-ha~f

inches high fram the table.

The apparatus was placed on a. ta.ble of convenient height
for the subjects; ·the screen wa.a situated on another table of
equal height and was placed at a distance of 28 inches from the
end of the projection lens so that the slides might be in focus
on the screen.

A piece of cardboard. 11 x

at

inches covered

..

wi th white paper in front and held vertically by an easel served
a.s.

the. sc.reen.

.A vertical line and a horizontal line: were

dra:wn in pencil lightly across the cent.er of the screen;. the
pO'int of intersection was the point for fixation.

The lines

were drawn lightly enough so as not to interfere with the exposures of the rings and yet visible enough for the subjects
to fixate with ease.

Behind the screen was placed a shaded

lamp which stood a little lower than the ordina.ry floor lamp.
The la.mp was so situated as to af'ford sufficient illumination
for the visibility of the fixation point and yet permitted the
general field to be dark enough for clear exposures.

Thus the

pre-exposure field provided proper adaptation for the eyes.
The lantern itself contained a 30-watt lamp for screen illumi-
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nation and was. c-onveniently suppl:led with a.

push-thro~h

switch

in the connecting card, and within handy reach for the experiment.er.

The subjec.t was comfortably seated in a chair beside

and a little to the front of the slide holder' of the apparatus,
36 inches

fr~

the point of fixation.

Glass slides 2 inches x 2 inches were especially prepared
for this experiment.

Bla.ck rings '\!tere impressed on pieces of

thin cellophane by means of
was uaad..

at

typewriter; the smaJ.l letter ..9.

The rings were distributed in haphazard fa.shion on

the cellophane and pla.ced between the two squa.:res of glass.
which w.ere then taped together.

'rAe center section of the

slides, which contained the a:ircles, was rectangular in shape.
Thu.s four different positions could be used for ea.ch slide.
The rings were used in pla.ce of dots so a.s to avoid afterimages from the expo·eure.

Figure 2 and :3 illustrate four of

the slides as they appeared when projected on the screen.
Before each experiment the distance between the subject
and point of fixation was measured and the shaded lamp a.djusted
so as to aaJOmmodate the visibiiity of the fixation point for
each individual.

The machine was likewise briefly tested to

assure the ex;erimenter that the slides were in focus.
The experimenter attempted to put the subject at ease by
telling him tha..t the purpose of' the experiment wa.s not to teat
his mental a.bilities but merely to see how many rings he could
see for the short time of exp,osure.

He was encouraged, how-

-
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ever, to attend. clos.ely and to do his very best.
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The follow#

ing instructions 'Were given to each subjects
The screen which is pla.ced before
you ha.a t.wo lines which intersect
in the middle of the paper. The
point where they inters:ect is the
point at. which you are to fixa.te
your eye.s When given the ready
signal. Do not focus in bet"een
exposures lest you ~atigue your
eye.s. The slides which I am going to present will have circles
on 'them and w.l11 be shown on the
screen for a frac.tion of a second.
Mter each exp,osure I 'Wl11 ask
yau. to, report the number yau. saw;
if you a.re not qui t.e certain 01' do
not know simply say, I'm not sure,
or I do, not know. Before each exposure I will say "ready," which
i.2 the signal for you to fixate on
the po,int in the center of the
acreen, and I will then flash the
slide on the screen.These instruction were given at least. twice to each subject
and more oft.en if necesaary.

The subjects were all given a

few pnlim1na.ry tria.I.e to acquaint them with the procedure.
;~fter

the preliminary tria.ls the slides. were p;resented accord-

ing to the above directions and in random order according to
the rules for the Constant Stimuli Method.

To avoid recogni-

tion of anyone pa.ttern up;on subsequent presentations the
slides were inverted in alterna.te presentations.

The answers

were marked on a. score sheet either as correct, incorrect, or
uncertain.

From time to time the subject was asked if he was

fatigued, and if so, was permitted a few minutes rest.

The

r

46percentage. of correct judgments. was. then calcula.ted for each
III

slide and the mean of transit.ion for all of the presentations
to each. subject.

Table I shows the percent.ages of trials cor-

rect for each sli.de and the s.pan obtained by t.he summation
formu.la.. for a few representative subjec.t.s. 2

These sample rec-

ords. were chasen from the group of thirty-four subjects as
showing a w.ide range of scores for span aa well as. individual
diffe.rences. in the size of the zone of uncertainty.
Let us. re.call that in Oberly t S. experiment 3 three different methods were use.d for obtaining the span of dots for each
subjec.t.

These methods were Called span for attention, eogni-

tion, and apprehension, respect.ively.

The first method limited

the subject to an immediate perception; in the second method
the su.bj ects were permitted to group but allowed no subsequent
time before. giving a judgment; in the third method, the subjects were permitted to count or group in order to form an
estimation and sub.sequent time for the report was also allowed.
Oberly's subjects were trained in laboratory procedures. and

2See Robert S. Woodworth, Experimental Psychology, p. 402 if.
for e:.xp,lanation of the Summa.tion Method; p. 687 for justification of the Constant Stimuli Method.
3"The Range for Vi suaJ. At tent ion, C ogni t i on, and Apprehension,"
The iunerican Journal of Psycholog;y, Vol. XXXV (1924), pp.
332-352.
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I

Range at Scores for Four Subject-s
Numbe.r ot
RiIlg.s.

Preaented

Pe.rc.entages of Carre.at Judgment.a
SlbjectRk. SUbject Ad. Subject La. Subject Ms.

4

1.00

1.00.

1.00

1.00

5

1.00

1.00

1.00

.80

6

1.00

.92

1.00

.50

'l

1.00

.75

.844

.363

8

1.00

.421

.923

.23

.373

.562

.20

9

.846.

10

.633

.• 33

.583

.00

11

.428

.1l..

.10

.00

12

.437

.00

.25

.00

13

.250

.00

.11

14

.00

.00

.00

15

.00

.00

16

.00

.00

Span of
:J?erceptio n

11.09

8.4

9.8

6.5
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introspec.tive methods.

Since our interest lay

chief~

in

getting the na.i:ve and spontaneous. response of untrained subjec:t.s, the laat. of these methods, namely, span of apprehension,

was. the. met.hod uae.d in our experiment.

The subj ect

11.&5

per-

mi t.ted to count or g.roup and ascertain the number of dots by

whatever means he chose.

All our subjects were inexperienced

in laboratory methods, and hence no directions were given as
to methods of apprehension, but they were merely asked to report. as nearly as they cou;td the number of rings 'Which they
had seen.

All of the subjecta, how,e'Ver, reported a.f'terwards

that they ha.,d used both grouping and c,ounting and they did sa
according 't;o the relative difficulty of the slides for ea.ch
person.

In other words, those with la.rger spans could per-

ceive the slides with 4 and 5 a.nd sometimes 6 rings without

any counting or grouping, while those with narrower spans
grouped even the four and five ring slides.

Experiment II
The materials for Experiment II were comparatively simple
and con.siated of two drawings of ambiguous figures, one of the
Necker outline cube and the other a drawing of the

Schr~der
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Sta.ircase.

The outline, cube was" the

figure uaed for the- preliminary practice
period ,and the Schroder Stairc.ase for the
experiment itself.
The preliminary practice period con-

:figure 4

The Nec,ker C,ube

sti tut.e-d a very imp,ortant pa.rt of the
test and was pa.rticularly revealing, be-

cause the subject could speak freely about his experiences
wi th the cube while t:rying to shift its posi tiona

He could

tell what methods he was using in attempting to s.hift it, and
could ada

whateve~

introapectiv~

else he might have to offer in the w&¥ of

data.

Before giTing the instruetiO'ne, the subjec.ts 'Were asked.
if the:y kne"\li. what an ambi.guous. figure

was, and if not, the na..ture of the figure was. expla.ine.d.

A. drawing of' one

of the aimpl.er ones such as the urn,
or the duck-ra.bbi t 'figure, was shown
by way of example along with the explanation.
'!he subject waa aeated eomfortably at a table in a position which
proTided the best illumination.

The

f'ollo'Wing instructions 'Were then given

Figure 5
The Schr~der Staircase

r
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to the sub-ject.:.
I am going to pre.sent to you
some ambiguous figures, the first
one of which will be a cube.
Look at it stea.clily for a few
seconds and you will notice t.ha.t.
i.ts position shiite. I vumt you
to try to shift the cube to different positiona back and forth
as fast as: you e:a.n and to do so
unti 1 you feel tha:t you can make
it shift no faster. Do this unti~
you. are fatigued. After a short
rest I will give you a. picture:. of
a staircase., 'fry to shift this
figure as. fas.t a.a you can. After
a short preTiminary t.ria..1 I 'Will
begin to record the. shifts you
make on the staircase. I will
give you five trials with short
rest periods bet.ween each one.
At the. beginning o:f. each trial.
I will say -get rea.dy, begin.·'
You start reporting the shifts.
When I say, -begin· and stop when
I say, At ime • .. Report each shift
by saying "now, now,· etc. Do
not look a.t the figure during the
intermissions but rest. your eyes.
These inst.ructions were read as often as 'Was necessary and any
further' questions of the subjects were anawered.
In the preliminary pra.ctice period the subjects attempted
to gain facility in shifting the cube from one position to another.

'rhis period usually lasted from five to seven minutes,

in a few cases a, little longer.

When the subject reported the

shifts in a. regular manner, that is, when the reports -now,
now," etc., asaumed a more or less rhythmical. rate, the subject soon reported that he was shifting as rapidly as he pos-

sib~ could.

The subjec.t.a 'Were encourage.d to continlle p.ra.c-

ticing until they had at'lained a re.gula.r rate of shifts what€"ler t.b.a..t ra'le might ha:qe been.

T.his is an important point in

the preliminary practice period.

In the caae of some of the

practice subj ecta, before the pres.ent procedure

Vlas.

definitely

ou.tlined, thaae subjects. who did not att.ain a regular rate wit
the cube did. nQt find the limited fi'Ye.-minute practice period
an the Schrooer staircase 2ufficient time in which to attain
their best rate.

The real value and significance of the pre-

liminary practice on the cube wa.s lea.rned from these practice

subject.e.

It was necessary for each subject to become thor-

oughly ac.quainted with the methods when practicing on the cube
and to attain a regular rate which usually indicated a maximum
or an approximation to it .for the individual concerned.

This

does. not mean t.hat the subject, after ha-v:ing practic.ed on the
cube, would be equally as facile from the start when given the
Schr~)der

staircase, but that he would have been so a.cqua.1nted

with the methods of shifting and know what was meant by his
maximum rate, that a definite practice time on the staircase
could be set for all the subjects.

For e.xa:tnple, some subjects.

when-presented with the cube tried for five minutes without
shifting once; others were able to do so immediately.

For this

reas.on a. definite pre.ctice period for the staircase i taelf was
diffi.cul t to determine, since for some it might mean merely
gett.ing sta.rted and for others time to gain facility.

The

a2 .
preliminary practice time on the cube was. therefare. given so,
~

that the. sub.jec.t could take as. much time as. necessary to acquaint himself with the procedure.

Although. some subject.s had

difficulty in beginning the s.hifts on the st.airca.se, it was.
e"lident from the sc.o,res of the practice eubjects tha.t the
maxjWllm rate could be reached with,in the gi"len 1'i"le minutes,
provided they had previously attained their rate on the cube.
After the subj eC.t had thoroughly practiced on the cube
anQ attained a fairly regular rate he was gi"len a one-minute

rest period.

Then the SChrbaer staircase was presented and

he. w.as. asked t a practice for 1'i"le minut.es a.nd. duxing this time

to try to shift the figure as ofte.n as possible.

After this

practice period a one-half-minute rest pe.riod

given.

\las.

The

fiTe ane-minute trials were then begun with a h&1:f'-m1nute rest
period bet.w.een trials.

The shifts were. recorded for ea.ch min-

ute by marking the score sheet every time the eubject said

"now."

Mter the five trials were given, the. number of shifts

for each minute, the average of the first three trials, and tlE
average for all five trials were computed.

The aTerages for

the most part were within clGse range of each other.
In the following chapter the results of Experiments I and
II will be given a.long with the correlations obta.ined.

A few

introspective reports gained from the subjects during the pIRctica periods and after the trials were completed, wi.ll a.lso be
given.

CHA.:PTER IT
RESU~.

AND CORREI:..&:rIONS

In the e:xperiment.2 on span of perc.epti on and, voluntary
shift of attention, both quantitat.ive and qualitative resulta
w.ere ob,ta..ined; the latter were for the most. part volunteered
re.port.s, though a :few questions concerning methods., experience.s" etc., 'Were aaked of the subject.s.

1'he results will be

first discues.ed separately for each t,est described in our procedure,. and then the correl,ations between the t.wo tests will
be in'Ve.s.t,i,gat.ed.

lhperiment I
Before e.tating the re,eult.5 it might be well to offer a
further brief explanation of the numerical. value presented as

the subjectts span of' pera.eption.

As was mentioned in the

pre.vi oue chapte,r, the method used for ascertaining the subje.c.ts t span was the Consta.nt Stim.uli l!ethod. l

J'evons in re-

la.ting his experience with the visual perception of black
beana in the white: box concluded tha.t his limit was between
4 and 5.

Fernberger criticizes J'evona t report and mentions

the greater a.ccuracy of the Constant Stimuli Method.

ISee ab,ove Chapter III p. 45 ff.

e3
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Jevona' results, alt.hough they
in~olve three inversions, can,
neverthe.leas, • • • be treated
by the met.hod of constant. s.timuli. For his. data the limen
is 10.28 beans. a.ml the. coefficient of prec.ision is 0.143,-a s.ta.tement that is. much more
defini te. than :Tevons' cone lu.si on;
t~he limi t of comple t.e &.c.curacy,
if there l'lere one, would be.
neither 4 nor 5, b~t haJ.:r..ay betlIe.en them. • • • t Later in the aame paper Fernberger says,

~e

statistica.l li-

men, that stimulus-value for which c.orrect. judgments. are given
in 50 per cent of the Q,ases, is the most relia.b.le .me&aure of
the range of visua.l. apprehenaion. It,3

A. further explana.tion o:r

the meaning and. accuracy of a limen so obtained is explained

more fully by Fernberger. in the same paper.
Limen is a. statistical limen, a
calculated quantity which summarizes observed results for
purposes of scientific comparison. When one finds the upper threshold of tone to be
say 18,264 "Is., one does not
seek to construct a. stimulus
for this fre<iuency in order to
see whether it lIill give 50 per
cent positive j.udgments •. One
is satisfied with the computed
limen as a part of a statistical. a.c.count of observations already made. 4

2_"" Preliminary study of the Range of Visu.a.l Apprehension, It
The American :TournaI .2!. Psychology, Vol. XXXII (1921),
3 . p., 123.
4Ibid., p. 133.
Ibid.• , p. 123.

r------------------------------------~
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The spans of perception tor the thirty-four subjects in
~

our experiment included a comparatively wide scatter with the
individual limens ranging from 5.7 to 10.8 for rings, and with
t.he mean for the entire group at 8.05.

This range and mean

obtained from our thirty-four s.ubjects is in close agreement
with those obtained by other experimenters.

Oberly, in his

experim.ent on six subjects. obtaineda. mean of 8.21 dots for
method of apprehensian. 5 Glanville and Dallenbach give 8.8
dot.s for the &"lerag.e obtained from. their subjects. 6 Woodworth
in a crnnpi1ation of data obtained from experiments performed
b.y Fernberger, Ob.erly, Glanville, and Dallenbac.h gives the
mean for span of perc.eption for numb.er of dots a.t 8.36 and the
.

"lariation o·f individual sp.ans ranging from 6 to 11.

"I

Thus our

result.s follow closely those of the abOTe experimenters both
in regard to range of individua.1 spans
from the Tarious groups.

and

the meanobta.ined

Figure 6 shows the gra.phical repre-

sentation or distribution curve of spans for our subjects.
Table II shows the span

~or

ea.ch subject and the corresponding

rates. f'or 'Voluntary shift of attention.
The limen for span of' perception is not an invariable
figure, and the threshold may increase to a certain extent

5-The Range for Visual Attention, Cognition and Apprehension,·
The American .TournaI of Psychology, Vol. XXXV {1924}, pp.
3~6-3S8.

6ttThe Range of' Attent.ion, It ~ American Journal .£I. Ps;ycholoiY,
"I Vol. XIJ (1929), pp. 201-237.
Experimental Psychol.ogy, pp. 690-691.
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'fable. II

Valuntary Shift.s of Att.ention
Five One-minute Tria1a

Average

Names
Bk.
Ln.
Hi •

f...n.

Pt.
La.
Cs.
B).•

DE.

are

Fr.
C:1.

Ad.
R1.

ao.
Sc ..
Ch.
Lt.

T1' •
Ct.
A:v.

Ce.

Pre

Gt.
Fb.
Vile

Rs.

Vt.

lin.

Pl.
Ms.
.Tn.

Pn.
S·z.•

Span
10.8
10.57
9.5
9.4
9.34 .
9.10
8.9
8.6
8.6
8.5
8.5
8.5.
8.4
8.4
8.3
8.2
8.1
rz .85.
'7.80
7.80
7.S0
7.80
7.5
7.3
7.28
'7.1
'7.0
6.9
6.76
6.70
6.59
6.5
6.0
5.7

1

2

73
93
77
57
65
65
40
45
50
54
40
50
40
50
53
45
52
40
59
20
33
25

81
96
80
59
63
80
40
50
45
54
3.9
65
43
55
63
50

48

42
30

31
33
40
32
22
44
27
46
23

57
40

6'

26
32
31
52
45
38
29
27
40
39
26
43
29
4'7
22

3

4

80
99
82
68
68
73 79
46 48
42 44
42 51
57 55.
43 49
69 73
45 46
56 62
71 7Q
52 53
50 45
38 46
12 70
26 28
44 48
31 30
46 44
4'7 44
36 3(}
33 35
41 52
49 49
41 44
19 14
44 43
30 28
54 50
26 24

83
9.7
84
68
65

Average

5

lat. 3 min.

5"minutes

81
95
85
65
74
76
52
43
49
59
55
75
46
56
63
51
54
48
71
29

79
95
80
61
64
73
42
46
46
55
41:
61
43
54

80
96
82
63
67
75
45
44
41
56
55
65
44
56
64
50
52
42
68
26.
39
30

3'

31
44
42
33
34
50
43

47
16
50
28
48
24

62

46
53
39
66
24
36
29
45
45
35
31
34
43
37
22
44
29
42
24

4'1

44
35
32
41
44
41
19
45

28
49
24

Mean

8.05

48.6 49.fi 51.5 52.0 52.1

49.0

50

s.

1.098

15.8 lB.o 17.5 lB.O 18.5

16.0

17.40

D
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nth p.ractic.e.

HOllever, in

group suc.h a.s ours, the

a

.,Spalls

obtained under like conditions indica.te the rela.tive position
far each subje.<it in the group.

Though the span of perception

is not invaria.ble for each individua.l, tests under like circumetancea adminietered a_t d.ifferent t.imea aho.. this variability to be within

a;

limited scope.

Oberly in adminis.tering

the same te.st three d.ifferent times, though restrictions of
method. differed for each test, noticed the effects of practice.
u.b.ll of the as showed an increase. in the size of the threshold

~ experimentation progressed. 1t8 And further in the same experiment Oberly aays,

M• • •

increase with regard to magnitude

of the threshold val.ues for al.l. Os is to be found for progressiTe practice in apprehenaion.,,9

Woodworth a.lso mentions this

eff"ect of practice from his study of several. experiment.s on
spa.n.
Practice increases the &verage
apan. Some Os become expert in
grouping, others in counting.
If the same arrangement of dotll
recurs frequently in an experiment, 0 comes to recognize it
and thus to know the number
directly without subdivision
into groups.lO

8 11The Range for Visual Attention, Cognition and A~prehension,1t
The American ~ournal of Psycholosy, Vol. XXXV (1924), p.

344.
Ibid.
lO:mxperimental Psychology, p. 693.
9
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It. sh.ould be clearly understood, however, tha.t span of perce.p#

'lion remains. const.ant in the sense that, in spite of pra.ctice
effect.s and 'the increase in the size of the threshold which may
follow, an indi -vidual span remains close wi thin i t.s original
bracket.

In other word.s, a. person whos.e sp:an is narrow upon

the first test, providing the conditions. for teeting are the
same, Vtill. keep a.pproximately the same span in the second test,
though there may be. some increase due to practice effects.
These effects. a.r.e never s.o great as to indica.te that there is a..
change from a. narrow to a.. broad span.
In order to check the validity and a..ccur&.c.y of the firet

of our test.s. given t.o obtain e.pan of perc.eption, a. rete.st
giv:en to eight of the s.ubjectsa

W.2.&

In order to obtain a. repreaen-

tative cross sec.tion of the. whole group for the retests, subj ec,ts were sel.ect.ed trom 'the middl.e, and two extreme ends of

the original thirty-four score·s.

The following are the results

for the re:t.eata.
'rable III
SubJect:
Bk.

An.
La.
Cr.

Fr.
Ad.

J"n.
Sc.

'rest.
10.8
9.4
9.1
8.5
8.5
8.4
6.5
5.7

I

Test:

II

11.09
9.09
9.87
8.5
8.9
8.4
6.97
6.6Q

40

These retasts shaw, ..hat is maant by increase. in threshold of
41

span and. at the aame time the canata..ncy of s.pan of perception.
Far twa af aUI: sub.jects, Cr. and Ad.• , the span was exactly the

aame in t\'ta te.st&h

One subject, .An., showed a slight decrease

and the others the usual increase in threshold.

Yet. this in-

e:rea.ae dae.s nat indicate a. change from narrOli to broad span;.
thase. who.se. spans were narro\Y in 'rest I liere. likewise na.rrow
in

~es.t

II, those whose apans Were close to the mean in '.reat. I

".ere likewise close to the mean in Tes t II, and the same is
true for those having bro.ad spans.
in Oberly's teats as well.

This constancy is evident

Those subjects whose results indi-

cate.d l.ow s.pans in the tests for span of Ilattention" also had
low spans in the tests for span of ··cogn1t.1on" and span of a.pprehension. 11 A comparisan between two oihie subjects will
12
make. this fact. clear:

Mc.
Attention
Cognition
Apprehension

3.5
'1.4
7.9

Sc.
5.1
9.4
9.5

A.t the end of each test, the subject was asked to expla.in
the methods used in perceiving the number of dats .. All of the
subjee:ts reported the use af bath counting a.nd grauping.

This

was evident in many cases during the tests, for some of the

IlFar explana.tian of these terms see above Chapter III, p. 46 •
l2ltThe Range far Visual. Attention, Cagnition and Apprehensian,·
~he American ~aurna1 of Psychology, Vol. xxx:v- (1924), p.
343.
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aub.jec.t.a, immediat.ely af"ter the slide was exposed, began to

.,

point their finger towards the screen and count aloud as if
the slide. W.ere still expoaed.

Othera would count with both

hands. and one cou.ld obs;erTe that they were attempting to ca..lculate the number in each group.

The subj ects. whose epa-ns. were

broad reported the sma..1ler numbers immediately, but indica.ted
that they grouped and counted those numbers, the judgments of
which were not 100% correct.

The sub.jec-ts w.ith narro~- spans

grouped and counted e.Ten 4 or 5 rings.

Thus the a.hility to

group a. la.J:ger number wi thin a uni t is. directly proponionaJ.
to the width of span..

The subjects with narrower s12ans sa.w

even alides with 4 and 5 ringa as tw.o groupe of rings.

For

example one subject with a very narrow span said aloud on the
pre::::entation of alide 5, -I know there we.re two in one group
but. I'm not sure whether the other group co:nta.1ned two or
three.·

The experimenter asked some of the subjects in the

wider-s12a.n bracket if they grouped four and five and they sa.id
definitely not but that they began to do sO for 7 and 8.

In

our- tes.t, then, broad sp&ll indicated the ability to include a
larger number of rings wi thin one uni t, since for the subj e.cts
with narr-o:w spans three or four a.t the most seems: to be the
limit of rings they can perceive within

8..

group, while those

with broa.d spans could unify six or seven.
evident in the scores on the larger numbers.
!'able I

aubject Bk.whose sp.an on the retest

This fac.t is usa

In Cha.pter III,
lI&S

11.09 had .25

62

pe.r cent of

jud.~ts

correct for slide number 13.

Subject
~

Ms. whose span was 6.5 report.ed "I do not know· f'or every exposure of slide 10 and obtained only .20 correct judgments for
slide 9.

We maN conclude from this data that one' a breadth of

span is. greatly dependent on the a.bili ty to aynthesize greater
amoun:ts wi thin a uni t or whole.
Subj ect Bk., whose spa.n w:a..s the broatieet of our group,
volunteered a.n interesting introspective report, the more signif'ica.nt beaau.se it was noticed by the subj ect rather than inferred by the experimenter.

At the end of the test Ek. said;

"This reminds me of' the method our teacher insisted on in
teaching us arithmetic.

We were made to do the greater part

of' our problems mentally, even large and. difficult ones a.nd
were not permitted to write or count aloud in making calculations.

I learned to group many numbers together quickly.

Thie

test seems something like grouping numbers in arithmetic.Evidently this subject bad gained facility in synthesizing
large amounts of material. especially of a numerica.l nature.
Bk. was. able to perceive the rings without error up to slide 8
inclusively •
In general, the subjects tended to underestima.te the
la.rger numbers a.nd to overestimate the smaller ones.

For ex-

ample, slides 13 or 14 were usua.lly reported to contain 10 or
11 rings while slides 8 and 9 were often reported to conta.in
12 or 13 rings.

Another point observed was the noticeable

63

hesit.ancy to respond, on the part of the subjects, 'where there
#

was. question of numb.ers close to their limen.

For example, a.

subj ect. whase span was. 8.0 wauld generally use more time subsequent to the exposures. for sl.ides 7 t 8, and 9. than others
either aha... e ar bela1l.

He might respond to 6 or 10 quite

readily, even thaugh the latter might. be incorrectly judged,
while those. numbers close to his actual t.hreshold often brought
abou:t s o:me. he a1 tancy •
Experiment. II
In

an experiment an duration of attention, Billings under-

t.o.ok to disco"ler the rapidity of shifts on an ambiguaus figure
by ha"ling the subj ect press a telegraph key whene"i'er his atten":'
tioD VLandered from t.he first point. of attention. 13

In our e.x-

periment a. simple.r means of report was used and the word "now·
was thB indication given by the subject upon every Shift.

The

reaults snow that the simplest method of responrae possible is
necessary, since osc.ill.ation rates of 95 per minute might be
hampered by the neceEsity of pressing a key
..as made.

e~a.ch

This type of response might ser"le as

time a. shift

it

dislractor.

Bills, after allowing a. subject to learn hOll to control the
shifts on an ambiguaus figure, found that this subject in five
minutes of steady voluntary effort obtained an average of 75

l3·The Duration of: Attention, II The P'Sychological Review, Vol.
XXI (19l4} p. 121 ff.
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shi:t:ts per minute at t"irst butt luer, due to fatigue, decreased to 6..0 pe.r mnute. 14 Woodworth mentions the v:riabi1ity of rates. in different individuals.

"the rate of oscillaticn

v~iea," and in some counts. averages 20-30 phases per minute." 15

In our experiment. the voluntary shifts were recorded for five
one-minute trials.

The following shows. the highest and lowest

individual. scores from our group of thirty-four subjects.
'rable IV
1 s.t

m.inu t e

Average of 1st.
3 minutes

ATe rage of 5
ane-miaute tr.lals

Highest

93

95

96

Lowest

22

22

19

'!'he mean is. approxima..tely 50 for the average of the five

trlals.

'.rab1e II shows the complete list af scores a.nd averages for
all of the subjects.

The range in fluctuation rates, like

that of the sUb.jects t spans, includes a comparatively wide
ecatter.

Figure 7 shows graphi.ca11y the distribution of scores

far the first minute; Figure 8, for the average of the first
three minutes; Figure 9, for the avera.ge of the five trials.
The methods used by the subjects to shift the figures
varied from one to the other.

Some directed their eyes back

l4":BloCking: A »ew Principle of Mental Fatigue,· The American
Journal of Psycholo5Y, Vol. XLIII (1931), pp. 234.
15j;xperimental Psycho1oKY, p. 697 ..
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and. forth to the part or section which they wished to ha.ve

.,

:protrude, othe.rs men.tioned that bTinking the eyes. helped to.
fac.ili'taJ:.e oacilla..tions, though the lat ter was not regularly
an efficacious means in bringing about the shifts.

Most of

the subjects after practice found that it was best to. direct
the.ir attention back a.nd fo,rth between two different points
which they had determined beforehand as the two best points
far shifting the pa.ttern of the figure rapidly.
During the p;ra.ctic:e period on the cube, the increase in
regularity of, the fluctuations was especia.lly noticeable.

The

subjects at first were often able to move the figure back: and
forth for a few, 'times.

Then followed a long time when the

figure seeme,ci blocked.

After considerable effort and practice

these shifts a.ssumed a Jregular rat.e.

The subjects manifested

the e,vident ·pull- between the two positions and frequently
made movements with their head as if they were attempting to.
aid the shifts by these movements.

They remarked frequently

about the difficulty they were encountering in trying to) ·push
the figure u:p.· , In regard to bath the Necker cube and the
Schrader staircase, the subj ects found the Itupsid.e down posit,ian" more difficult to.

o~btain

while the origina.l positian,

i.e. the one which is noticed upon looking at the figure for
the first time, was considered the position·mast easily obtained and most persistently seen.

Some of the subjects re-

ported shifts.to several different positions and these subjects

69
were uaually those whose fluctua.tion rat.es w.ere high;. those
~

who.ae fluctuat.ion ra.tes were low hardly ever saw more than two
posi tia.ns. in either of the figures.
T.he diff.erences in rate between voluntary and in'1'oluntary

shift.s of att.ention was noticeable among the practice subjects.
These subjects were first asked mere.ly to look at the figures. .
and repart the changes; the subjects were told to do so until
fatigued..

Later they w.ere asked to voluntarily shift the fi8.u:'e

as. f.ast as possible.

In the first case t.he rat.e was .not only

mu.ch slayter but also much less regular, while in the latter
case the effect of voluntary effort increased the rate and
also,. after some practice, brought about an almost periodic
re.gulari ty in the shift s.
The first reaction of the subjects to the figures was
somewhat significant.

Those whose rates of voluntary shi:rt

'W.ere very high were able to; shift the figures immediately upon
presentation or very soon after.

Those whose rates were low

faund. the fig'UXes difficult to shift in the very beginning,
though wi th effort a.nd practice they often obtained
rate.

&.

fair

The middle group varied, some finding the first shifts

compara.tively e.asy, others, quite difficult.

Interestingly

enough, the twelTe subjects wi th the broadest span of perc"aptian were aJ".!long the group that was: able to shift the ambiguous
figures immedia.tely upon presenta.tion.

The results were not

so consistently the opposite in regard to' all o.f thase in the

'10
~ow.eat

brae,ket of spans.

In regard to the Bubj ects with the
#

highest spans, their facility in shifting the ambiguous figures
was so immediately noticeable as to enable the experimenter
sometimes t.o guess. the approximate span by this ini tiaJ. fa.eility
be:fore re:ferr1ng to the records.

This in itself would seem to

indicate a. relati.onship between span of perception and voluntary shift of a,ttention.

However, these statements are made

only on the basis of observa.tions of our thirty-four subjects,
and from eucha-

~imited

number one would not attempt to gener-

aliz.e about these conditions.
The correlations between span of perceptio·n and rate of
vo~un,tary

shift

o~

att.ention sho:w a high positive relationship.

'the Pearson Product-Moment Method was used and correlations
were computed between span of perception and the rate of voluntary shift of attention for the first minute; between spa.n and
the a.verage of shifts for the first three minutes; between span
and the a-vera.ge of all five trials.

All. three correlations are

in close agreement with one another.

For span and rate of

vo,luntary shift for the first one-minute trial the correlation
is +-810, t.038; for span and the aver"d-ge rate for the first
three trials the correlation is

+.780,

±.042;: far

span and the

a:v:erage rate of voluntary shifts for all five trials the correla.tion is +-.798,

+ .041.

This fa.irly high positive correla-

tion indicates that among our subjects those who ha.ve broad
spans of perception tend to have a high rate of voluntary shift

'1
of attention; those w.i th narrow spans of perception tend to
ha.:ve a low. rate af voluntary shift of a.ttention.

~

These results

would. s.eem to follow in agreement with those obtained by Father
King S.J., who found that, among his subj ects, those who had a

broad apan tended. to; be 10\1 perseverates and those who had a
.
16
narrow B-pan t ended to be high perseverates.
Our results
would. foll.ow. c.ansistently t for a high perseverate, whose tendency is. to persist in a given activity, would. find it more
d.ifficu.lt to volunt.arily shift a.ttention rapidly than woul.d
the low perseverate, whose tendenc.y it is to change quickly
and easily from one ae:tivity to another.

this agreement further by

We may emphasize

:r:ecal~ing

the omservation made on -the
17
t'lllel ve subj ects having the broadest spans in our experiment.
The latter were· those who were most facile in voluntarily
shifting positions or patterns ilmllediately upon presentation
of the figure.

These twelve subjects, though not also the

twelve highest in rate of voluntary shift, ranked high in this
activity.

16ltKomplexbreite und Perseveration,tI Archiv fftr die Gese:mte
17 Psychologie, Vol. XCII (1934), s ~ 470.
See above p. 89 •

CJ:r.A:PTER V

ccmcmsImrs
F~om

the. quantitative

~esults

obtained from the two tests

of our experime.nt and. the cClrrelations_ of the aa.me we may say
that, in

gene~a1..

individuals who have a broad span of perc.ep-

tion tend also to have a. high rate of volunta.ry shift of atten
tion.

This denote.s a new. aspect of the relationship Which has

always been. known to exist be.t:1leen attention and perception.
In the first chapter we. mentioned that span of perception dep~nded

greatly u.pon attention since objects will be perceived

only if our cognitive processes are d.irect.ed towards these obIf the resul.ts. of our experiment are valid, may we
not also say that. shift of voluntary attention depends to a
certain ex.tent upon
of

pe~ception

on~ fS

span of perception?

Any test on span

given to a group of subjects will reveal the

great differences that exist from one person to another in the
ability to perceive amounts of material.

The person whose

span is broad will be more likely to perceive a whole figure
or pattern in a shorter time than the person whose span is
narraw, because the subject with a brOad span takes in more,

lSee. above Chapter I, p. l3.
'12

peNeiv:ea more in one glance.

The person whose span is narrow
<Ii

might necesaarily req.uire two or more views in order to apprehend the amount perceived in one
broad span..

glan~e

by the subject with

In shifting ambiguous figures, then, it would

follow that the subj ect with broad span, since he is able to
synthesize greater amounts of material in one glance, would be
able to a.pprehend the whole figure more quickly in i t.s various
positional relation2hips; hence, he would be able to shift his
a.ttention from one total:tigure tGll the ather with greater faei ..
li.ty.

The subject wi th narrow s.pan does not pereei ve as much

in one glanc.e and. conaeql.lently he would require more time to
apprehend the

va.riouspatterns~

in order to shift the figure

he must firs.t be able to syntheaize: all the parts into one

patte.rn and then change to a new synthesis giving a new position.

The test. on amb.iguous figures requires the voluntary

shift o"f attention from one pattern to another and not merely
"from one isolated part o"f the figure to another.

The subject

with narrow span cannot shift as rapidly because he cannot synthesize a.s rapidly.

He cannot synthesize as rapidly aa the

subject with broad span because he cannot synthesize the same
amount into a. whole or unit.
The results of Father Kingts eXIleriment on span of perception and pierseveration might serve as a further carrabara.2
tion of our canol.usion.
We would expect that the subject
2See above Chapter II, p. 36 •

"

with broad span would be able to shift from one acti'Vity t.o
4R

another more easily, since he perceives more in a shorter time.
This is. charact.eristic of the low perse'Yerate who tends to have
a broad span.

The high persevera.t.e. finds difficulty in shift-

ing from o.ne acti"fity to the. other and since he tends to have
a narrow span, it 'Would seem to indicate that one of the rea...
sons for this. difficulty is his need for more time to apprehend
a gi 'Ye.n amount of material.

The Wholes which he synthesizes

are Slllaller' and he must. necessarily req,uire more time to apprehend the entire given ma..t.eria.l.

When we

~;peak

of shifting

from one activity to another or from one pattern to another
in this. experimenta.l 1£o.rk, it. must. be remembered tha.t we are
speaking chiefly ab.out. t.he obj ecti "fe or externa.lly manifest
a.apects of the.se activi ties and not a.bout the inner processe.s
of thought.

11lJlen we menticm breadth of spa.n a.s a. causative

factor in perseveration or shift of attention we are spea.king
of it aa one of the contributing factors and not as an only
cause.
In the case of ambiguous figuree the attention can move
back and forth the more rapidly within a limited time in accordance with the time required for the percepJtion of ea.ch
position.

However, voluntary attention aids perception fo·r it

increases the sp·eed of percept formation for everyone.

A per-

son who looks at an ambiguous figure passively will notice
changes of position in the figure before him but by voluntary
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effort he can increase the. ra.pidi ty of these changes to quite

.,

an extent.

The ability to 'Volunt.arily shift a figure rapidly

"Il&riea from person to person.

This Taria.tion in ability ira

poaaibly due partia.lly to the diversity in perce.ptiTe ability
from p.erson to person.

The f.act. that 'Voluntary attention in-

creases the speed in shifts of attention wa.s brought out by
the experiment on our p.rac.tic.e subj ects; a.ll of the latter
showed a defirlite a.n-d sometimes a 'flery great increase in rate
of oscillations when told to voluntarily shift the figures
which they had been observing only passi'flely.
How.ever, span of pErception is not the only factor in
'Voluntary shift of attention.
that

fati~e,

Other ex,geriments ha.ve shown

drugs, etc., may also affect either the voluntary

or involuntary rate of fluctuations of an ambiguous figure.
But we can say with a. good dea.l of certainty that span of perception is a fa.ctor in the voluntary shift of a.ttention on
visual data, and a very influential one.
Between span of peraeption and voluntary a.ttention, conside.red apart from shift of attention, there is an interdependence, a definite interrela.tionship.

Span of attention for

sensory data. depends up,on the breadth of span of percep.tion.
We must make this distinction, for the p,ower of attention in
general includes the direction of both rational and sense cognit.ive powers.

By our rational cognition we may attend to ab-

stract notions without any relevant immediate perception, and
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w..e may att.e.ru:l to relationships or id_eas during the aame time

in which our een.aitive cognition is directed to objecfive experienc.es.

'1'he more an individual is able to synthesize into

a unified whole the greater is the amount which he can att.end
to directly and s.imultaneously.

In our tachiatoscope teat. tre

subject. who perceived seven rings. because he w.as able to unify
them so that at.t.ention could focus on all at once, judged their

:tiUmerical v.a.lue co;rrect.ly.

The subject who, on the presenta-

tion of seven ringe, judged there to be but fi'1le. was unable to
attend to all the rings since hia sp.an of perc.eption was more
limited.

If the la.tter subject o'Verestimat.ed the seven rings

and said there w-ere ten inst_ead of seven, he still revealed
his. inab il.i t.y t.o att.end to seven rings; for by at tempt ing to
do so confusion result.ed instead of a true judgment.
This relationship is denot.ed too in

~

of shift, a per-

son who.se span of perc.e.ption includes more :mat.erial in one
glance can unify it more quickly than a person who must use
two glances to

per~ve

the aame amount.

As we have seen,

voluntary shift from one pattern to another depends on the
apeed at which these patterns are obtained.

We:may say that

in this sense voluntary shift of attenti.on dependa in some
way upon the breadth of span.
Voluntary shift of attention is likewise dependent on
brea.dth of span in the case of reading.

The reader shifts

his att.ention from one part of the line to the other according

to the amounts he perceives in one fixation.
re~uires

"

If one individual

two fixa.tions to perceive a phrase. because

N
h~s

span

is SlllB.ll, his ra.te of shift in attention from one phrase to
another per minute will. be sl.o'Wer t.ha.n the individual who
perceives the whole phrase in one fixation.

The slow reader

must keep his attention on the words longer in order t.o synthesize them into a phra.se.

Reading., however, is cl.o:sely al-

lied to abst.raction since it req,uires meaningful interpreta.tion.
JIenc.e, intellectual. capacity is also a factor in the voluntary
shift of attentio,n from one phrase to the. othert for shift of
att.ention would be delayed by lack af comprehension.

This is

one proof that sensory perception is not the eame as comprehension or aw.arenesi.i of meaning.

On the other hand, there is

a close connection between span of perception in rea.ding'and
ability to understand wha.:t was read.

It is the consensus o·f

opinion among teachers that pupils who re.ad more rapidly likewise understand better the material rea.d.
The rapid reader generally
underst.ands well because he
sees the reading matter in large
units, which--in turn--make
com.prehension unusually high.
Speed and comprehension are
therefore directly related because both depend upon 3he use
of a wide reading span.
An.other author came to the same conclusion a.fter numerous in-

3Iuel1a Cole, ~ Improvement of Reading, p. 199.
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ve.stiga~tions

relating to reading.

-There is posi tive correla.;

tion between speed and comprehension when children read carefully.

As in the case of adults, there are numrous exceptions
.

to the. genera.l rule."

4

In a chapter entitled,. "The Psychology

of Rea.ding," Pau.l Klapper states a.. similar conclusion.
Researches in the field ha;ve
established the conclusion tlla.t,
all things considered, rapid
readers are the intelligent
rea.deJ:·s, t.ha.t is, they obtain
mor.e of the thought, form mora
vivid images and retain the content of the text better. It
is not. rare to find an intelligent reader who is slow, but
result.s of careful tests show
clea.rly that rapid rea.d ing and
effective reading are usually
relate.d as are slow read;ng
and ineffective reading.
Other authorities such as OtBrien, Huey, Q,llantz, Dea.rborn, and
others have found the same results from their investigations.
A better example of the relationship between span of percep-

tion and voluntary ehift of attention is the ability to apprehend a group of nonsense words or syllables.

If a group of

subjects were presented with a page of nonsense words, the one
wi th broad span would ;:;hift his attention

m~re

rapidly because

he could group. more within one glance than the subject with
narrow span.

Since he would require fewer fixations, his

4William S. Gray, Summa.ry
~,

p. lSI.

.

.2! Investigations Relatins, to ~-

5"rea.ehing Children to ~, p. 20.
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shi:!ts of a..tt.ention would reach a higher rate wi thin a given
time than would those of the

~ubject

.,

wit}:! a narrow span.

We might reverse the probJ,.em by stating that breadth of
span is dependent upon an individua.lts habitual use of his
powe.r of attention, since in order to perceive a.nything one
must first attend.

In this sense span does depend on attention

because the taahistoac.opic presentation is not perceived unless
the subj ect attends co.re.fully.

If he a.ttends only partially,

he. percei "Ves incorrectly or incompletely.

But the rate of

shift in voluntary attention must, in turn, depend on the
amount perc.eived; for one c.a.nnot shift to,
until the first is completed.

lSI.

second patte.nl

liere again, the time required

for integration of' material would depend upon the ability to
unify grea.ter amounts into a whole.
Though attention is not will it is an. energy directed tc:>
an Gbject by the will.

From the foregoing arguments it may

seem that the will is in every way dependent upon perception

..

since we ha.ve stated that the rate of voluntary shift does
depend upon breadth of span.

Such is not the case; a.. person

may in a. very real way attempt to direct mental energy toward
one object or another or toward one p.attern and then another
\\i thout necessarily accomplishing the desired effect.

How

o·ften we endeavor to attend to a particular topic. and fail.
One may will, i .. e .. , elicit a will act intended to result in a
shift of attention, but be unable to do so.

This failure does

$0

not nec.esz..arily a.ffect ar change the wi11 itself but only the
41

execution of an act of some other power commandeo by the will.
The valition to, do, so, may remain whether the object is suecessfully a.ttended to ar nat.

Perception aids in the perfarmance

af the volunta.ry act., not in the volition i tEelf.

We are not

sta.ting here that the power of the will is dependent upon perception directly, but merely that the voluntary rate of 2hift
of attention from one pattern of sensory data to anather deQends on the time re'luired to, farm same pattern or whole af
perception.

In this type of vOlunta.ry movement percept ian in-

fluencee the rate.
There are many ather factors which could p.rofit.ably be
studied in regard to, both attention and perception.

One con-

clusian which we may draw, in general, from the quantita.tive
results and c.orrelatians of our experiment an span of perceptian and voluntary shift of att.ention ist

breadth of span ia

a fa.etor related to volunt.ary shift of attention.

It is a

fact ar up,on which, in this respect, t.he ra.te of voluntary shift
seems to, depend.
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